The study of conflict termination is an important topic of research for the United States Army. The purpose of this bibliography is to introduce some of the resources readily available at the U.S. Army War College or on the Internet about conflict termination. It is not a comprehensive listing, but is intended to be a starting point for research.
…every war must be conceived of as a single whole; with his first move the general must already have a clear idea of the goal on which all lines are to converge.

– Carl von Clausewitz
*On War*, Book 8, Chapter 3
translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret

At the outset of a war its character and scope should be determined on the basis of the political probabilities. The closer these political probabilities drive war toward the absolute, the more the belligerent states are involved and drawn in to its vortex, the clearer appear the connections between its separate actions, and the more imperative the need not to take the first step without considering the last.

– Carl von Clausewitz
*On War*, Book 8, Chapter 3
translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret
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Current Awareness Guide:

Library guide to current resources, which features tailored RSS feeds delivering U.S. Army War College publications and other pertinent material.

Conflict Termination
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CLICK on the topics below to view the latest search results for the following topics:

Conflict Termination
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